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I. Introduction

In May 2010, the United States Department of Defense activated the US Cyber Command,1 consolidating leadership of six previously dispersed military organizations devoted to cyber operations.2 To its supporters, Cyber Command represented a significant accomplishment as congressional misgivings over the command’s mission, its effects on American citizens’ privacy and ambiguous limits on its authority had delayed activation for nearly a year.3

These concerns featured prominently in the confirmation of Lieutenant General Keith Alexander, the President’s nominee to lead Cyber Command. In written interrogatories, the Senate Armed Services Committee asked, “Is there a substantial mismatch between the ability of the United States to conduct operations in cyberspace and the level of development of policies governing such operations?”4 General Alexander’s response identified a gap “between our technical capabilities to conduct operations and the governing laws . . . .”5 However, he later observed, “Given current operations, there are sufficient law, policy, and authorities to govern DOD cyberspace operations.”6
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General Alexander’s responses often struck such dissonant tones. And while his unclassified responses generally offered little legal reflection, he commented in detail on international self-defense law and cyber operations.7 His responses portrayed existing law under the UN Charter as adequate to defend US interests from cyber attack. Further, he indicated the United States would evaluate threats and attacks in the cyber domain exactly as it would in other security realms.9 Yet, the same section of responses noted a lack of international legal consensus concerning which cyber events violate the prohibition on the use of force or activate the right of self-defense, suggesting a less than coherent structure to this important international legal regime.9

Meanwhile, cyber attacks have rapidly migrated from the realm of tech-savvy doomsayers to the forefront of national security consciousness.10 One need no longer be an experienced programmer or use much imagination to appreciate the threat posed by cyber attacks. Incidents such as the disruptions experienced in Estonia in 2007 and Georgia in 2008 provide concrete examples of practices, trends and potential harm posed by future cyber events.11

Similarly, cyber conflict theorists paint an increasingly lucid picture of the strategy and tactics that will inspire future attacks and shape defensive efforts. Cyber strategy is evolving rapidly, as threat capabilities and tactics shift to exploit newly discovered vulnerabilities. While defending against massive cyber catastrophes remains a priority for planners, a growing contingent of cyber theorists concludes that campaigns of diffuse, low-intensity attacks offer an increasingly effective strategy for cyber insurgents and State actors alike. Operating below both the focus of defensive schemes and the legal threshold of States’ authority to respond with force, low-intensity cyber attacks may prove to be a future attack strategy of choice in cyberspace.

The confluence of Cyber Command’s activation with publication of details of recent cyber incidents, as well as insight into emerging cyber strategy, provides an opportunity to critically evaluate General Alexander’s assessment of the international law of self-defense as well as the overall significance of the events in Estonia and Georgia. Specifically, it is worthwhile to consider whether the bargain governing use of force reflected in the 1945 UN Charter is adequate for the threats facing States today and for the future of cyberspace. Put differently, will the letter of the Charter’s use-of-force regime operate as an effective regulation of States’ efforts to secure cyberspace from one another and from non-State threats?

This article argues that the above-mentioned developments in cyber conflict will greatly strain the existing self-defense legal regime and cast past computer network attacks (CNA), such as the Estonian and Georgian incidents, in a new light. First, gaps in the law’s response structure will prove highly susceptible to
low-intensity cyber attacks, leaving victim States to chose between enduring dam-
aging intrusions and disruptions or undertaking arguably unlawful unilateral re-
sponses. Second, and related, CNA will produce a significantly expanded cast of
players, creating a complex and uncontrollable multipolar environment comprising
far more States and non-State actors pursuing far more disparate interests than
in previous security settings. CNA are unprecedented conflict levelers. CNA tech-
ology is inexpensive, easy to acquire and use, and capable of masking identity.
CNA permit otherwise weak States and actors to challenge security hegemony at
low economic and security cost. Ultimately, these developments will test States’
commitment to the collective security arrangement of the Charter and its
accompanying restraints on unilateral uses of force to a far greater extent than
previously experienced.

Efforts to prevent or defeat massive, debilitating CNA surely warrant attention
and resources. However, if such incidents represent aberrations from the majority
of cyber hostilities, exclusive legal attention to such catastrophes is surely mis-
placed. Accounting for and addressing low-intensity CNA are equally—if not
more—important to maintaining international order and a place for law in
securing cyberspace.

The inquiry begins with a snapshot of the law governing resort to self-defense.

II. Self-Defense under the UN Charter

Legal accounts of self-defense doctrine vary greatly. Debates on preemptive and
anticipatory self-defense, collective self-defense, armed retribution or repri-
sal, and burdens of proof remain highly contentious and relevant to CNA. At
times it seems each examination of these self-defense subtopics generates as many
aspects as authors. This section will focus on two distinct but related issues con-
cerning the doctrine of self-defense: first, the relevance of the right of self-defense
to interactions with non-State actors and, second, the threshold of “armed attack”
which gives rise to the right to exercise self-defense. The unsettled and evolving
nature of these issues will prevent a definitive account of either, yet will set the
stage for an illustration of how low-intensity CNA may influence the development
of each.

Self-Defense against Non-State Actors

The plainest and most widely accepted understanding of the UN Charter por-
trays self-defense as an exception to the nearly comprehensive ban on the use of
force by States. Article 2(4) forbids the threat or use of force by States in their
international relations. Meanwhile, Article 51 provides one of two enumerated
exceptions, permitting Member States to take measures in self-defense in response to “armed attack.”18 The relevance of the self-defense exception to interactions between States is obvious. If Article 2(4) regulates the use of force “in . . . international relations” and Article 51 is intended as a legal exception, then the event that most obviously activates the right is armed attack by other States, the only entities traditionally capable of conducting international relations under the Charter.19

Less clear, at least as a legal matter, is how, if at all, the self-defense exception applies to “armed attack” by non-State actors. Traditionally, law enforcement models, not directly influenced by the Charter, have guided State responses to non-State actors.20 Yet current international and transnational security environments, shaped by a dramatic rise in the destructive capacity of violent non-State actors,21 strongly suggest a role for self-defense beyond interactions between States.22 While as a legal matter the UN Charter security regime is inapposite to State responses to non-State actors without links to State actors, such as attacks launched from terra nullius or international waters, such situations seem unlikely or at least exceedingly rare.23 Far more prevalent are hostile activities by non-State actors based on or launched from UN Member States’ sovereign territories, where the Charter’s use-of-force regime operates clearly in theory if not so clearly in practice. A fractured and incomplete jurisprudence has emerged to cover the issue. Two International Court of Justice (ICJ) opinions address self-defense and non-State actors under the Charter.

Confronted by decades of attacks from outside its territory, Israel, in 2002, began work on a 450-mile barrier comprised alternately of concrete walls, fencing, wire and electronic sensors.24 Encroaching on Palestinian territory, the barrier greatly restricted vehicle and pedestrian traffic. In its filings for the 2004 Wall advisory opinion, Israel justified construction of the wall on Palestinian territory as an exercise of self-defense under Article 51.25 The argument was consistent with prior Israeli assertions to the General Assembly that self-defense included “the right of States to use force in self-defence against terrorist attacks.”26

In a split decision, the Court rejected the Israeli claim. The Court asserted Article 51 had “no relevance” to interactions with non-State actors such as Palestine.27 The advisory opinion is nearly summary in this regard, providing no interpretive support, citations to travaux préparatoires or examples of State practice. The Court also left unaddressed a point raised in Judge Higgins’s separate opinion that the text of Article 51 does not include any indication “that self-defense is only available when armed attack is made by a State.”28 In his declaration, Judge Buergenthal expressed similar objection to the Court’s opinion. He argued the Court gave inadequate weight to the fact the attacks originated outside Israeli borders, whatever the international legal status of that territory.29
Further criticism of the advisory opinion focused on the Court’s failure to consider State practice since adoption of the Charter. States have routinely invoked self-defense doctrine, and Article 51 specifically, to justify the use of force against non-State actors. Several commentators have catalogued States’ post-Charter resort to measures in self-defense against non-State actors, including actions taken by the United States, Israel, Portugal, Russia, Ethiopia and South Africa. These accounts, and Security Council reactions thereto, paint a portrait of self-defense far more relevant to efforts against hostile non-State actors.

The majority of State practice cited in opposition to the Wall Court’s work showcases measures of self-defense alleging varying degrees of host-State support to the attacking non-State actor. Yet not all purported exercises of self-defense have included such links. In 1976, a series of South African intrusions into the territory of neighboring States to pursue non-State actors were distinct from other exercises in this important respect. South Africa asserted a right of self-defense absent such State involvement. The South African government conceded that the States from which rebels operated were not complicit; however, it defended its territorial intrusions as justified in self-defense to continue its pursuit of rebel forces. While the Security Council condemned South Africa’s acts and appeared to denounce the “hot pursuit” theory of self-defense, disapproval may be attributable in greater part to the racist policies underlying these measures than to the legality of the theory itself.

Ultimately, the most convincing effort to reconcile the Wall Court’s account of self-defense with its critics’ competing claims emphasizes that the Israeli-Palestinian situation involved no transnational interactions. That is, owing to Palestine’s failure to attain statehood, the Wall advisory opinion might be read not to reach the issue of valid State responses to non-State actors’ armed attacks that originate from another State’s territory. One might then plausibly cabin the opinion to situations not involving State actors or their territories, leaving open the issue of exercises of self-defense against non-State actors operating from sovereign territory. Yet the critique persists that a stronger analytical effort by the Court to identify the operative legal framework would have included an exploration of customary norms regulating the exercise of self-defense against purely non-State actors.

Only a year after the Wall advisory opinion, the ICJ had an opportunity to revisit and clarify the issue of transnational self-defense against non-State actors. In Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo, Uganda defended its military operations against rebel groups operating from eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Uganda offered two justifications for the attacks, both grounded in self-defense. First, it argued that DRC support for anti-Ugandan rebels triggered Uganda’s right of self-defense, including the use of force on DRC territory. Second,
and alternatively, Uganda argued that the DRC’s inability to control the territory from which anti-Ugandan rebels operated permitted Ugandan measures in self-defense on DRC territory. Thus in some respects, the Ugandan claims were not unlike the earlier South African arguments rejected by the Security Council.

Surprisingly, the Armed Activities Court did not rule on the lawfulness of Uganda’s self-defense against non-State actors. Instead, the Court declined to accept Uganda’s characterization of the operations as defensive in nature, noting that the invasion far exceeded in scale and scope what would have been necessary to counter the rebel threat. Curiously, the Court skipped over the traditional threshold analysis of whether the right to self-defense had been activated, reaching instead the issue of whether the use of force in question constituted a proportionate response. Thus the case left unaddressed the issue of States exercising self-defense in the context of transnational operations against non-State actors.

Once again, the Court attracted criticism for its failure to elaborate on the issue of self-defense against non-State actors. In particular, critics argued the Court should have used the Armed Activities case to better explain how self-defense doctrine relates to issues of State responsibility generally. To some members of the Court, the opinion missed an opportunity to clarify the distinct but related standard of State responsibility for non-State actors’ conduct within sovereign territory, a matter left uncertain by a prior decision but closely related to the exercise of self-defense.

In 1986, the Court’s Nicaragua judgment announced a standard for attributing non-State actors’ conduct to States for purposes of self-defense. The Nicaragua Court ruled that States exerting “effective control” over non-State actors launching armed attacks within or from their territories were subject to lawful measures in self-defense from victim States. However, the Nicaragua effective control standard did not fare well in practice, leaving too much ambiguity to operate as a workable limit on States’ exercise of self-defense. Later, a separate UN-created court, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, offered a competing standard for State responsibility. The Armed Activities judgment, however, did little to clarify or adapt the Nicaragua standard. The case offers no substantive clarity concerning the level of State support for hostile non-State actors that would give rise to a lawful exercise of self-defense by a victim State.

Critics of the Armed Activities decision also point to evidence of States’ views on self-defense in response to non-State actors. Many regard the Security Council resolutions and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United States as authoritative in this respect. Unquestionably sufficient in intensity and effect to qualify as armed attacks, the 9/11 attacks prompted both the Security Council and NATO explicitly to recite Charter-based
self-defense as a lawful response. Condemning the attacks as international terrorism, as well as threats to international peace and security, UN Security Council Resolutions 136849 and 137350 each reaffirmed the United States’ right to exercise self-defense. Recalling efforts to muster Security Council support, William Howard Taft IV, then State Department Legal Adviser, recalls, “[W]e had no difficulty in establishing that we had a right to use force in self-defense against Al-Qaeda and any government supporting it.”51 With similar dispatch, NATO invoked, for the first time, Article 5 of its organizing treaty with references to collective self-defense, as well as the UN Charter self-defense regime.52 The legal effect of invoking Article 5 was to regard 9/11 as an attack upon all NATO member States.53

Clearer political statements in favor of applying self-defense doctrine to attacks by non-State actors are difficult to imagine. Scholars have seized on the 9/11 Security Council resolutions in particular as definitive State support for the exercise of self-defense under the Charter against non-State actors.54 Yet the legal import of the 9/11 political responses is debatable.55 Security Council resolutions undoubtedly wield legal force. Under the Charter, States are bound to carry out the provisions of resolutions.56 However, the extent to which they influence and shape legal doctrine or operate as independent legal precedent is questionable.57 On one hand, Security Council voting presents States an opportunity to voice positions concerning resort to self-defense.58 Discussion preceding votes on resolutions frequently generates detailed expression of opinio juris on issues concerning resort to self-defense.59

On the other hand, debate and voting are axiomatically political manifestations, reflecting economic, security and strategic self-interest as much as deliberate and principled legal thought. Use or threat of the veto by permanent members frequently prevents resolutions from reflecting comprehensive, majority State views on legal issues. Further undermining claims to status as law, Security Council practice with respect to self-defense lacks uniformity or regard for precedent. Examining Security Council self-defense practice, Professor Franck identified strong patterns of inconsistency.60 Franck observes, “The actual practice of the UN organs has tended to be more calibrated, manifesting a situational ethic rather than doctrinaire consistency either prohibiting or permitting all [self-defense] actions.”61

As promised, the picture of self-defense against non-State actors remains cloudy despite codified law, abundant State rhetoric and significant proliferation in attacks. The ICJ seized neither of two recent opportunities to elaborate on the conditions under which self-defense operates in States’ interactions with non-State actors. Nor did the Court on either occasion see fit to account for widely recognized State practice in the area. Thus, a widening rift has become apparent between positive
law and the Court’s work on the one hand and State practice on the other. Unfortunately, this ambiguity is not unique to the issue.

**The Threshold of “Armed Attack”**

The UN Charter identifies “armed attack” as the event which gives rise to Member States’ right of self-defense. Accounts of the Charter’s diplomatic conference indicate the term provoked considerable back-channel maneuvering. Although still subject to substantial interpretation, the term “armed attack” is thought to offer a comparative advantage over vague customary notions of self-defense. In the words of Professor Stone, “armed attack” at least limits reference to “an observable phenomenon against which [the victim State] reacts.”

The prevailing view characterizes armed attacks as a subset of violent acts within a broader grouping of acts that qualify as uses of force. Though perhaps tempting, drawing precise parallels between the Article 2(4) prohibition on “use of force” and the Article 51 threshold of “armed attack” is flawed. The modifier “armed” appears intended to eliminate lower levels of force from consideration. Mere coercion does not activate the right of self-defense, if such activities even qualify as uses of force. Classically understood, “armed attack” envisions uses of force producing destruction to property or lethal force against persons. As Professor Stone asserts, the term also ensures a level of definition to prevent aggressors from fraudulently pleading self-defense to excuse offensive operations. Graphically portrayed, one might imagine a Venn diagram with a large circle encompassing uses of force and a smaller circle within representing armed attacks. Thus, all armed attacks constitute uses of force, whereas not all uses of force rise to the level of armed attack.

Again, the ICJ has weighed in. In the *Nicaragua* case, the Court suggested the threshold of armed attack involved not merely destruction or invasion but also consideration of “scale and effects.” In addition to armed invasion by regular forces, the Court observed, “the sending by a State of armed bands to the territory of another State” to conduct similar armed activities would classify as an armed attack. It is important to note that the Court did not examine instances where such bands carried out activities not involving arms or failing to produce destructive consequences usually associated with armed activity. Rather, the Court distinguished invasions from mere assistance “in the form of the provision of weapons or logistical or other support.” While conceding that such activities perhaps constituted a threat or use of force, perhaps implicating Article 2(4), the Court concluded routine logistical activities would generally not give rise to the right of self-defense.
The practical significance of the Charter’s—and the Court’s—distinction between mere uses of force and more extreme armed attacks is a gap in response structure. The plainest understanding of the distinction concludes that while States may respond to armed attacks with force, including armed measures of self-defense, States may not respond with armed violence or even force to mere uses of force. That is, the Charter’s Article 2(4) general prohibition on the use of force by States continues to operate, even against States that have suffered an unlawful threat or use of force. Only armed attack frees a State from the prohibition on the use of force. In this respect, Article 51 operates as an incomplete exception to the prohibition on the use of force. The prevailing view holds that the Charter permits States to respond to mere uses of force only with measures of self-help not themselves rising to a use of force. Thus the Charter reserves reciprocal uses of force in response to mere violations of Article 2(4) short of armed attack to the Security Council’s response regime.

While seemingly a sound textual interpretation, the gap has not aged well. Certainly, removing States’ authority to respond with unilateral force to all but the most serious and violent events is in keeping with the spirit and intent of the Dumbarton Oaks drafting conference of 1945. Yet time and events have proved the Security Council unable to respond to many apparent violations of Article 2(4), leaving victims of acts falling within the gap either hostage to the flawed Security Council regime or faced with violating the letter and spirit of the Charter. The gap proves particularly troubling to States underrepresented, either themselves or by allies, at the Security Council.

The recurring issue of so-called frontier incidents and self-defense illustrates well the contours of the ICJ’s struggle to reconcile practice with text. Typically, frontier incidents are small-scale skirmishes of limited duration between States’ armed forces. Christine Gray describes frontier incidents as “the most common form of force between States.” The ICJ has endorsed the legal concept of a frontier incident as falling short of “armed attack.” In the same passage of the Nicaragua case cited above to describe the intensity element of “armed attack,” the Court distinguished an armed attack from “a mere frontier incident.” Yet the Court offered almost no elaboration and did not revisit the issue in its factual examination of the parties’ respective territorial violations. Critics of the frontier-incident distinction disparage its apparent toleration of “protracted and low-intensity conflict.” Still, there are signs that important State actors accept frontier incidents as part of the spectrum of uses of force outside armed attack and thus not giving rise to a broader exercise of self-defense, confirming the Charter’s response gap.

The gap theory is not a universally held view. In a separate opinion to the Oil Platforms judgment, Judge Simma called the gap theory into question. He posited
that lawful responses to armed force should generally track the acts that provoke them. While he agreed that only force amounting to armed attack opened the door to full-fledged self-defense, he argued that States are permitted to respond to force short of armed attack with “defensive military action ‘short of’ full-scale self-defence.” Rather than embrace the gap theory’s all-or-nothing approach to defensive responses to force, Judge Simma advocated a spectrum of proportionality. In some ways like the Court’s approach to the Ugandan operations in Armed Activities, Judge Simma would seemingly supplant the Charter’s “armed attack” threshold with a floating scale of proportionality of action in States’ international relations. It seems his standard is satisfied so long as a State’s response to a use of force matches the intensity, scale and duration of the force suffered initially. Interestingly, a passage of the Nicaragua case seems to reinforce Judge Simma’s view, supporting proportionate countermeasures in response to uses of force not amounting to armed attack.

A further response to the gap attempts to shrink the conceptual space between the use of force and armed attack by simultaneously raising the threshold of acts qualifying as uses of force under Article 2(4), while lowering the bar for acts qualifying as armed attack under Article 51. Returning to the previously imagined Venn diagram, this approach would shrink the circle representing use of force while expanding the circle representing armed attack. Such understandings minimize, if not eliminate, the situations in which States are unable to respond to uses of force unilaterally while greatly increasing the realm of situations in which they may employ force in self-defense.

The gap-shrinking effort and Judge Simma’s approach may be useful as efforts to sustain the relevance of the Charter to modern international relations. Casual reviews of State practice seem to support them. Yet gap shrinking surely demands a better explanation of the distinct phrasing of the Charter’s respective articles. And ultimately, in some sense, the gap-shrinking approach appears merely to shift interpretive debate back to the meaning of the term “armed attack.”

In this way, gap shrinking makes no contribution to resolving the persistent ambiguities surrounding “armed attack,” namely the intensity, duration and scope components of the term. And while Judge Simma’s approach appeals to intuitive senses of equity and self-preservation, it is similarly difficult to reconcile with the letter of the Charter’s concessions of sovereignty, no matter their practical flaws. Despite their utilitarian merits, neither approach is particularly satisfying as a matter of textual interpretation, setting up a conflict between principled interpretation and realistic practice in the law of self-defense.

Ultimately, perhaps even committed positivists must entertain a certain amount of sympathy for views that tolerate a broader range of coercive or forceful
responses from State victims of unlawful uses of force. New operational norms, not precisely consistent with the formal security regime of the Charter, may have emerged through subsequent State practice. It has been argued, “The Charter is not a commercial contract but a constitution.” But surely some level of determinism is appropriate, just as it is surely true that the bargain struck by States through the Charter reflected meaningful cessions of sovereignty.

Bearing in mind the contestable legal issues in self-defense, what is happening meanwhile in cyber conflict?

III. The Estonian and Georgian Incidents

Because of the highly classified nature of States’ CNA practices and their past infrequency, the earliest legal analyses of CNA resorted to hypothetical or speculative events. Considering how few practical examples these writers had to work with, early forecasts of the operation of self-defense in CNA, if partly speculative, are nonetheless impressive. Examples of CNA have since proliferated, providing ready grist for the mills of cyber security and cyber law analysts alike. Details of two recent events in particular, the 2007 Estonian and 2008 Georgian cyber incidents, have guided a great deal of discussion and policy.

Estonia 2007

In April of 2007, after relocating a Soviet-era World War II memorial from its prominent place in the capital city of Tallinn, Estonia suffered uncharacteristically violent protests by ethnic Russians. Immediately afterward, a series of distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks swept Estonian government and banking websites. Lasting approximately one month, the DDoS attacks prevented access to and defaced government websites and halted government e-mail traffic. The DDoS attacks also interrupted Estonian Internet banking for portions of several business days.

The perpetrators of the DDoS attacks found a target-rich environment in Estonia. More than any other nation of its size, Estonia reflects an information systems society. Wireless Internet, e-banking and web-based government services abound in Estonia. Internet access is available in a remarkable 98 percent of Estonian territory. Home to the popular web-based voice call service Skype, Estonia boasts high rates of personal Internet usage and claims to have been the first country to conduct Internet elections. Over 500,000 people, nearly half its citizens, have used government e-services.

At its outset, the 2007 Estonian event generated strong emotional reactions. Estonian politicians immediately compared the incident to an invasion and to
conventional military activity. However, quickly after the true nature of the incident became apparent, Estonian authorities realized that by accepted metrics the event did not amount to armed attack. Although widespread within Estonia and of nearly a month’s duration, the event produced chiefly economic and communications disruptions. Public confidence in government and electronic services likely suffered as well, but certainly not on the scale or in the nature anticipated by armed attack. Additionally, because the DDoS attacks transited as many as 178 countries, Estonia never traced responsibility for the events to another State, despite lingering suspicion of Russian government involvement. In the final analysis, Estonia attributed the disruptions to patriotic teams of ethnic Russian hackers, only loosely affiliated with one another.101

The Estonian response seems to confirm that an armed attack did not occur as well. Estonian countermeasures were entirely passive in nature. Estonian technicians replied largely by expanding network bandwidth to diffuse the effects of the DDoS attacks. The government focused its later responses on criminal investigations and also developing its domestic penal law to better account for cyber terrorism and intrusions. Estonia seems at no point to have given serious thought to resorting to measures of self-defense under either the Charter or the NATO Washington Treaty. Nor, given its difficulties attributing the attacks, does it seem it could have.

The Estonian cyber incident undoubtedly sounded an alarm for the international community. But while the event provoked calls for cooperative cyber forensics and criminal law enforcement, very little of the incident generated lessons or insights with respect to self-defense. Legal analyses conclude almost unanimously that the event did not give rise to the right of self-defense. Only a year later, a similar incident would sound the same alarm and inspire comparable discussion, yet would immediately shed no greater light on self-defense and CNA.

Georgia 2008

Although in a de facto sense independent since 1991, the Caucasus region of South Ossetia has remained all the while part of the Republic of Georgia in a legal sense. In 2008, after an increase in Ossetian separatist activity, Georgia attempted to reassert control of the region. These operations provoked a swift and militarily decisive intervention by Russian air and armored forces.

Before the physical invasion, Georgian government websites suffered a series of DDoS attacks. The Georgian presidential website was out of service for more than 24 hours, then experienced manipulation including defacement of the President’s image. By the date of the Russian physical invasion, websites belonging to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Defense, the National Bank and several
Georgian news outlets had already suffered DDoS attacks. The day following the invasion, Georgia’s largest bank was also struck. All told, the DDoS operations continued for nearly a month, long outlasting kinetic hostilities and even postdating a ceasefire.

In terms of information technology, Georgia was no Estonia. In fact, the relatively underdeveloped Georgian information infrastructure may have mitigated the impact, economic and otherwise, of the incident. While Georgia’s highly concentrated distribution nodes simplified the attackers’ task, Georgians did not rely heavily on government web-based or e-services. The greatest impact of the incident appears to have been reputational and related to restricting information flow between the government and its citizens during the invasion crisis.

For purposes of characterizing the Georgian cyber incident as an armed attack, coincidence with the Russian physical invasion complicates legal analysis. The incident preceded, or more likely constituted part of, a conventional military invasion that undoubtedly qualified as an armed attack. Yet isolated from the succeeding kinetic measures, the cyber aspects of the Georgian incident were of minimal scope and intensity. At its worst, the cyber incident disrupted banking activities and limited communications between the Georgian government and the population. No loss of life, physical injury or destruction of property was directly attributable to the cyber operations. Perhaps the most interesting legal issues arising from the Georgian cyber incident concern timing of self-defense and whether the cyber disruptions could have been interpreted as an indication of imminent armed attack.

But the conclusions one can draw regarding the exercise of self-defense in the realm of pure cyber operations are limited. Similar to the Estonian episode, Georgia never identified conclusive evidence of Russian government responsibility for conduct of the disruptions. Also, the cyber incidents alone do not seem to have risen to the level of armed attack. Had the physical invasion not followed, the Georgian cyber incidents would likely have left Georgia in much the same place as 2007 Estonia: inconvenienced (though comparatively less so), vulnerable, angry and embarrassed. And while, at first impression, neither incident appears useful to elaborate on the details of self-defense doctrine, each may be a useful foreboding of future trends in CNA likely at some point to implicate self-defense.

While neither incident reached the threshold of armed attack, the costs of each in terms of security seem real. Classifying these events as mere communications disruptions or interference seems not to capture the function and importance of computer networks in the information age. If the Estonian and Georgian DDoS attacks did not cripple either State or produce damage to property or persons, they certainly reduced public confidence and exposed critical vulnerabilities. The chaos
and confusion of the Georgian cyber attacks may even have facilitated or set favorable conditions for Russian physical attacks. After these incidents, one might fairly ask whether failure to produce physical damage or injury really justifies placing these incidents on the lower end of a conflict spectrum and whether such events are aberrations or indications of the future of cyber conflict. One might also seriously ask whether more powerful States would have exercised similar restraint.

IV. Low-Intensity Cyber Strategy

A growing strand of cyber scholarship suggests the Estonian and Georgian incidents are harbingers of future cyber conflict. Within a broader spectrum of cyber attack, strategists highlight low-intensity cyber warfare as an increasingly prevalent and threatening form of conflict. By exploiting intrinsic tactical advantages, as well as weaknesses in Western military thinking, low-intensity CNA have great potential to abuse narrowly conceived models of conflict to the advantage of cyber insurgencies and States. Failing to perceive and treat the threats posed by low-intensity attacks hampers targets’ long-term security and plays into the hands of the attacker. This section briefly explains how such attacks not only exploit tactical and strategic advantages but may also leverage the legal gaps identified previously.

Military doctrine commonly uses a conflict spectrum keyed to levels of violence. Low-intensity CNA distinguish themselves from their high-intensity counterparts in two important respects. First, low-intensity CNA add a dimension of concealment not apparent in high-intensity CNA. Specifically, in addition to masking the identity of the attacker, low-intensity CNA conceal their effects. They accomplish this largely through restraint in scale and scope. In the attacker’s ideal scenario, the victim of low-intensity CNA is unaware of the damage to the target system. In other words, successful low-intensity CNA never awaken a sleeping giant.

Low-intensity CNA also differ from the majority of high-intensity CNA in their ability to frustrate correlation. In the event they are detected, successful low-intensity CNA should appear to the victim as unrelated or isolated events. Selecting varied targets, spreading effects and timing attacks in apparently random sequences prevent the target from perceiving the larger-scale, more threateningly coordinated effort of the attacker. Inability to correlate reduces the likelihood of response by the victim, despite cumulative reductions in capacity and efficiency. The analogy to the “death by a thousand cuts” is apt.

In addition to being distinct from other CNA, low-intensity CNA are tactically and strategically attractive for several reasons. Tactically, low-intensity CNA are less likely to provoke debilitating responses from targets. Because the target is often
unaware the attack has happened at all, low-intensity CNA may provoke no response. Even if the victim becomes aware of the attack’s effect, the isolated damage may be so limited that a response is simply not worthwhile. As a kinetic counterexample, the immense scale of the Al-Qaeda 9/11 attacks forfeited this tactical advantage, greatly compromising the organization’s long-term capacity.\footnote{119} Operating below the target’s response threshold, low-intensity attacks avoid this blunder, simultaneously enjoying relative impunity and preserving the utility of the attacker’s cyber tools for future operations.

Strategically, low-intensity CNA may also prove a wise effort. Low-visibility, low-intensity CNA may be effective to retard a target’s economic, social and technological development. Such developmental constraint might easily yield long-term payoffs in strategic competition. In a struggle for technological and military supremacy, even a slight advantage in efficiency or conversion capability may prove decisive.\footnote{120}

Low-intensity CNA are also highly feasible. In general, cyber operations are often far less expensive than traditional military operations.\footnote{121} The technology required is widely available and relies to a great extent on automation rather than personnel.\footnote{122} Low-intensity CNA compound these advantages that CNA enjoy as a general matter. As one theorist observes, “You can do a simple attack against a lot of computers. Or you can do a sophisticated attack against a few computers. But it is really hard to do a sophisticated attack against a lot of computers, especially an attack that would achieve a meaningful military objective.”\footnote{123}

Further enhancing feasibility, low-intensity CNA permit incorporation of unfiliated or even unsophisticated actors. Non-State actors such as cyber militias increasingly populate cyberspace, offering services for profit or political sympathy.\footnote{124} Enrollment may be as simple as offering a personal computer, Internet access and a web browser.\footnote{125} “Hacktivist” involvement in low-intensity CNA not only diffuses effects but also strengthens efforts to launder the sponsor’s identity as the source of attack.\footnote{126} A victim might easily misinterpret well-masked hacktivist attacks as unrelated acts of vandalism rather than a concerted effort to degrade capacity or security.

In addition to these very practical advantages, advocates of low-intensity CNA base their arguments on flaws in military theory. Modern Western military thought has long rested on bifurcations of peace and war, notions of military and civilian separation.\footnote{127} Classic military theory reserves military action to escalations of hostile conduct between parties above recognized thresholds of violence.\footnote{128} Military legal disciplines reinforce the war-peace and military-civilian distinctions. The law governing the conduct of hostilities, or \textit{jus in bello}, captures the military-civilian bifurcation through the targeting principle of distinction.\footnote{129} Similarly, the
law of war reflects the war-peace distinction through pervasive chapeau or application threshold provisions as prerequisites to operation of the law.130 The vast majority of the positive *jus in bello* only operates in armed conflict between States. Recalling the *jus ad bellum* outlined in section I, one detects a similar bipolar assumption with respect to hostilities and self-defense. Under the Charter regime, either armed attack has occurred, unleashing the use of force, or something short of armed attack has occurred, restricting responses to peaceful means short of force.

Cyber theorists contrast these Western traditions with notions of conflict that understand military action as part of a general and continuous strategic competition between powers rather than as an exception to peace.131 If Western powers regard as legally extinct Clausewitz’s characterization of war as a continuation of politics, competing views continue to carry Clausewitz’s torch. Consistent with this tradition, work by two Chinese People’s Liberation Army officers urges an appreciation of an unrestricted understanding of warfare extending into informational, commercial, currency and media realms.132

Cyber conflict theorists argue that Western military thought’s blind spot for unconventional and low-intensity hostilities renders States susceptible to abuse. Failing to perceive pinprick attacks as part of an enemy’s expanded conception of conflict frustrates correlation and delays defensive efforts. Actors acquainted with States’ military response thresholds and willing to extend their activities into traditionally civilian realms, such as strategic communication, currency exchange, trade and media, gain crucial strategic and tactical advantages. Low-intensity CNA are ideally suited to pursuing such advantages.

Finally, low-intensity CNA are attractive because they leverage seams in developed States’ national security response structures. Particularly if directed at private enterprise, low-intensity CNA may successfully evade government computer network defenses. Moreover, private sector victims may not report attacks to public sector authorities to preserve investor and consumer confidence. Industries concerned with maintaining client privacy or trade secrets may be especially inclined to underreport low-intensity CNA.

The operational environment of cyberspace may not be the only incentive to low-intensity non-State actors’ tactics. The law may incentivize such operations as well. Cyber operations just below the “use of force” threshold or even in the space between “use of force” and “armed attack” become attractive considering views that limit States’ lawful responses to the latter. The *Wall* advisory opinion’s view that self-defense is irrelevant to attacks by non-State actors surely fosters a sense of impunity or insulation from retribution or response. For example, one might imagine a protracted and diffuse campaign of cyber frontier incidents, designed to
harass and frustrate a target but also designed to remain below the legal threshold for measures in self-defense. If economic, communications and psychological effects, no matter how profound, don’t trigger the right to respond with force, much less the armed attack threshold for use of self-defense, CNA seem a particularly apt means for imposing such effects to harm or at least harass and weaken States. This is especially the case if the strict legal view that limits the use of force to “armed attack” holds true.

In the end, coupled with emerging cyber doctrine, the Estonian and Georgian incidents might take on important new meaning. The arguments for low-intensity, low-impact cyber operations suggest they may no longer be the realm of criminals and economic saboteurs but rather deliberate strategies to influence the international security environment. Informed by a broader conception of cyber strategy and conflict theory, the Estonian and Georgian incidents might indeed mean something more to States and implicate self-defense and security in ways not obvious at the time of each, with important implications for the Charter’s doctrine of self-defense. States may no longer be able to afford to treat such incidents as mere criminal acts or communications disruptions. States may very well look to measures in self-defense as a response to such events, notwithstanding their failure to comport with traditional understandings of “armed attack.” The implications for the future of the UN Charter self-defense regime may be grim.

V. Conclusion: The Impact of Low-Intensity CNA on the Self-Defense Legal Regime

Scholars have built impressive careers predicting the demise of the Charter’s security regime. In 1970, Professor Thomas Franck argued that the Article 2(4) use of force regime mocked States from its grave. He asserted that new forms of attack made the notions of war on which the Charter was based obsolete, while State practice eroded States’ mutual confidence in the system. Addressing self-defense, Franck presciently identified wars too small and wars too large to fit within Article 51. Ultimately, Franck indicted incongruence between the norms of the international security system and the national interests of States as the perpetrator of his imagined legicide—perhaps the very same concerns that motivated the Senate’s question to General Alexander.

So, are the laws regulating resort to force, and specifically self-defense, out of sync with planned cyber capabilities and strategies? Or more precisely, does the Charter’s self-defense doctrine leave States adequate authority to respond to the full range of CNA threats they face?
The answer depends, in large part, on the version of self-defense one adopts. As section II demonstrated, despite a universally adopted codification and decades of jurisprudence and State practice, the doctrine of self-defense remains highly indeterminate. If General Alexander expressed satisfaction with the state of the law, his was likely a confidence grounded in a very broad and permissive understanding of the doctrine. Informed by views that regard the Charter’s response gap skeptically or seek to define it away, one might indeed express satisfaction with the range of responses available to State victims of CNA. Espousing a similar view, the US State Department Legal Adviser recently offered a vote of confidence in self-defense doctrine as it relates to lethal overseas counterterrorism efforts.\(^\text{139}\)

Yet such permissive views of self-defense suffer the textual shortcomings of their forebears.\(^\text{140}\) Christine Gray asserts that States rarely speak of self-defense in purely legal terms.\(^\text{141}\) Her evaluation is difficult to square with claims that in the post-Charter world States defend nearly all uses of force as self-defense.\(^\text{142}\) Yet the future may prove Gray’s observation increasingly accurate. Recent State expressions appear particularly vague and open-textured, grounded in notions of instinct, rights of survival and natural law rather than positivist models of conflict regulation.\(^\text{143}\) Increasingly, it seems States have resurrected pre-Charter notions that self-defense includes all means necessary for self-preservation against all threats. Practice is offered to the exclusion of positivist expressions of law, rather than as a vehicle for elucidating or understanding it. Even committed international law sovereigntists must detect discomfiting, pre-Charter realist tones.

On the other hand, if one adopts the narrower view of self-defense, including the apparent textual response gap between use of force and armed attack, the general’s proffered mismatch between law and capacity may indeed be real. Particularly with respect to low-intensity CNA, State victims appear hostage to law that would deny resort to proportionate countermeasures and restrict effective action to a security regime paralyzed by politics.

What emerges appears to be a choice of threats. Either one accepts a real threat to the positive *jus ad bellum*’s claim to law, or one accepts very real threats to States’ security as a trade-off for preserving legal idealism. Neither reflects well on the future of the law. Each constitutes a mismatch in its own sense.

If past predictions of the demise of the Charter’s security regime, such as Franck’s, have proved exaggerated,\(^\text{144}\) low-intensity CNA may vindicate them yet. As Franck’s critics point out, the international security environment of the twentieth century likely profited from the Charter’s limits through undetectable instances of restraint.\(^\text{145}\) The argument claims the Charter regularly influenced decisions to refrain from resort to force but unlike decisions to use force, restraint leaves little in
the way of observable evidence. Yet the prospect of low-intensity CNA is likely to change the calculus of these decisions.

With these cheap, anonymous and effective weapons, States find a greatly altered international security game. The low barriers to entry into CNA, and particularly low-intensity CNA, greatly increase the number of potential players. Just in terms of frequency of occurrence, the number of instances in which States will be called upon to evaluate whether resort to force or measures in self-defense is justified or necessary increases.

Further, as the Estonian and Georgian episodes still suggest to many, non-State actors may be effective proxies for States in CNA. It appears non-State actors will be a persistent feature of future CNA. And for non-State actors operating on their own behalf, modern hostilities offer few levelers on the order of CNA. CNA are tremendous force multipliers and are abundantly available. Low-intensity CNA offer the potential for catastrophic effects against asymmetrically developed and resourced States. Conversely, many non-State actors are simply retaliation- and even deterrence-proof, offering defenders little in the way of targets.

Thus, low-intensity CNA not only increase the population of attackers but also the pool of potential defenders. This is true in two senses. First, as the Georgian event shows, even States with rudimentary information systems capacity present ripe targets for CNA. More States present themselves as potential targets of hostile acts, increasing in absolute terms the opportunity and likelihood that hostilities will erupt. Second, more States are likely to participate themselves in CNA for the same reasons that more non-State actors are. Thus in a CNA security environment, more States will possess means to respond to attacks or, more important, to events short of armed attack yet sufficiently disruptive or annoying to provoke a hostile response.

On a related note, and equally disruptive to restraint in the exercise of self-defense, CNA may permit more States to “go it alone.” As a more attainable means of self-defense, CNA may free States from reliance on collective security arrangements. In contrast to the twentieth century’s bipolar security environment, CNA’s low barriers to entry may lead to a multipolar system of lone actors. Decisions whether to resort to self-defense will lack the temperance and restraint that collective security arrangements have offered. Thus, low-intensity CNA may topple preexisting vertical arrangements of States into a level or horizontal array of power.

Finally, CNA rearrange the cast of actors in the security environment in a more literal way. CNA render geography largely meaningless. States previously insulated from armed attack by distance or terrain enjoy no such benefits in cyberspace. Borders and neighbors do not determine one’s cyber security. Rather, in an ironic
sense, susceptibility to attack may be a function of the extent to which a State relies on the very information technology that is targeted. As information systems proliferate the target environment becomes richer, increasing the frequency with which States must make decisions about exercising self-defense.

The preceding factors suggest critical consequences for the viability of self-defense doctrine. As low-intensity CNA increase the pool of defenders, attackers and targets, opportunities for disparate or even idiosyncratic views or approaches to self-defense will also proliferate. Low-intensity CNA will generate conflicting accounts of self-defense doctrine with respect to applicability to non-State actors and the “armed attack” threshold, as well as other issues such as anticipatory and collective self-defense. It is ominously clear that the phenomena that prompted Franck to pronounce the death of the Charter security regime are not merely also present in CNA; they are present in far greater degrees.

Few of the developments, legal or technical, outlined in this article portend a stable or effective international self-defense regime. Rather than evince satisfaction with the bargain struck in 1945, emerging views on self-defense, such as that expressed by General Alexander, likely reflect altered understandings of limits on States’ freedom of action. The effects on the integrity and viability of the law of self-defense are compounded if one extrapolates the opportunity to interpret and apply self-defense doctrine to the vast cast of actors, State and non-State, in cyberspace. While surely motivated in part by legitimate perceptions of very real threats, these views are highly susceptible to producing a chaotic, dangerous and multipolar security environment. Faced with the daunting prospect of persistent low-intensity CNA, ruling views on self-defense may quickly become in fact entirely un tethered from the Charter’s security regime. Understood in light of emerging low-intensity CNA doctrine, the Estonian and Georgian events become highly relevant to the development of self-defense law. One can easily imagine, and might already conjure, a law of self-defense that resorts to the Charter’s regime in name only, revealing it to have been as Stone posited, one of many “vain attempts to abolish power.”
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